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Abstract
The order parameter of the smectic liquid crystal phase is the same as that of a superfluid or
superconductor, namely a complex scalarfield.We show that the essential difference in boundary
conditions between these systems leads to amarkedly different topological structure of the defects.
Screw and edge defects can be distinguished topologically. This implies an invariant on an edge
dislocation loop so that smectic defects can be topologically linked not unlike defects in ordered
systemswith non-Abelian fundamental groups.

1. Introduction and summary

Classical dynamics is formulated through a collection of sometimes quite complex [1] and often tedious [2]
differential equations, a consequence of the implicit smooth structure of time evolution. From this perspective,
dynamics connects initial and final states through a homotopy in the configuration space of the system.When
that space has closed, non-contractible loops (i.e., an ‘interesting’ topology), conservation laws ensue and non-
trivial winding classes result in topological defects [3, 7]. In three-dimensions, defect lines are characterized by
thefirst homotopy group of the ground statemanifold (GSM),π1(GSM). In particular, whenπ1 is non-Abelian,
defect loops with homotopy classesα andβ are topologically linked, leaving behind a tether in classαβα−1β−1

whenever they are crossed [4–8]. It follows that the simple superfluid [9] or its gauged cousin, the
superconductor [10], should not enjoy topologically tangled defects since their GSM is the circle S1with the
Abelian fundamental group .

Liquid crystals provide amore complexGSMand, for instance, the biaxial nematic [4, 7, 11] is the ‘poster
child’ for non-Abelian defects. In that system, topological defects are characterized by elements of a small but
non-Abelian group leading to situations inwhich the commutator of elements is not the identity. In
comparison, the uniaxial nematic, uponwhich the smectic-A phase is based, is quite different. Its line defects are
characterized by 2 and, as a result, all possible commutators yield the identity. The topology of the smectic
phase, however, ismore subtle—deGennes drew a strong analogy between the smectic and the superconductor
[12]. This powerful analogy led to a better understanding of the distinction between global and local symmetries
[13], the prediction of the analog of the Abrikosov phase [10]dubbed theTGBphase [14], and a dizzying number
of different results on the critical behaviour of the nematic to smectic-A transition [15–18]. However, the
smectic has both broken translation and rotational symmetry that spoils the standard homotopy description of
defects whichworks perfectly for the superfluid [7, 19–22]. Not unlike line and point defects in nematics [23, 24]
the disclinations act upon the dislocations [21] creating ambiguities in free homotopy classes and, in the case of
smectics, obstructions to generating the entire homotopy group [22, 25]. In the absence of disclinations, the
smectic order parameter y y= f∣ ∣ei is precisely that of the superfluid or superconductor; wemight expect that
the topological classification of dislocationswould be identical to that of vortices in superfluids. In this paper, we
will provide explicit constructions and general arguments to show that this is, in fact, not the case. Dislocations
in smectics can be topologically linked together despite the fact that the phase field f Î S1, suggesting a
commuting set of topological defects. Our analysis shows,moreover, that there is a discernible difference
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between edge and screw dislocations and suggests that the nature of the dislocation linking lies in the necessary
decomposition of edge dislocations into disclination dipoles and their generalizations.

In the next sectionwewill provide a quick overview of the topological theory of defects with an emphasis on
topological linking.Wewill demonstrate why two linked topological defects sometimes require additional
defects when the fundamental group, the group of closed loops around theGSM, is non-Abelian.Wewill
contrast this with the geometric and energetic linking in the case of anAbelian fundamental group and set the
appropriate stage to study topological linking. In the third sectionwewill define the smectic free energy and its
required boundary conditionsmaking constant contrast with the superfluid. In particular, wewill emphasize the
difference in boundary conditions—the superfluid has a phasefield that goes to a constant on the boundary (or
at infinity)while the smectic phasefieldmust attain a constant value of∇f, representing the smectic ground
state. This difference is what changes the nature of linking, especially whenwe keep inmind thatwemust control
the boundary conditions on the outer boundary of the sample in order for topological charge to be conserved—
we cannot let a defect escape through the surface and expect any of this towork! Following that discussionwe
will show that these boundary conditions enable us to distinguish a screw dislocation from an edge dislocation,
topologically: the edge necessarily breaks up into a disclination pair while the screw does not. This allows us to
disentangle the geometric features of the defects from the topological ones. Finally, using this insight in the fifth
section, wewill argue that dislocation loops in smectics can be topologically linked and provide an explicit
linking invariant. To complete the discussion and resolve the complexity of the overlapping textures of nearby
defects, we need to establish a continuously parameterized set of related smectic states.We dub this new
structure q-homotopy: q is thewavenumber of the equilibrium layer spacing andwe relate two different states
with different values of q butwith the same set of defects with the same set of topological charges. Before
concluding, we outline another interpretation of the linking topology in terms of knots.We end, as usual, with
conclusions and future prospects. Les jeux sont faits.

2.Overview of topological approach to linking

We start our discussion and set the stage by considering the state of the art. Linking invariants for S1GSMs exist.
Recall the helicity [26]:

ò=  ´· ( ) ( )H x u ud , 13

where u is the fluid velocity. AsMoffat noted, inviscid, incompressible Navier–Stokes flows characterized by
r¶ +  = -· ( )pu u ut 0 , conserveH. In the case of a superfluidwhere f=  Hu , is themutual linking

number of all the defects when each defect has unit quantumof vorticity [27]—in short,  ´ u points along the
tangent to the vortices and is a delta function in the perpendicular plane. This renders the volume integral a set of
line integrals around the closed vortex loops and, upon integrating ∮ ℓ · ud , one gets the vortex flux piercing
the capping surface of each loop. Since the flux is quantized, onemight think that the linking number of vortex
loops in a superfluid should be conserved for topological reasons.However, there is a self-interaction term that
is highly sensitive to the shape of each loop and requires that each loop have a framing to track the helicity
through inflections of the loops [28]. Is their linking stable from a topological perspective? Not according to
homotopy theory since p =( ) S1

1 is Abelian [4, 7]. Recall, however, that evenwhen the fundamental group of
theGSM is non-Abelianwe do not consider the crossing of defect lines and the unlinking of linked loops. The
difference lies in the tether that is left behind as we pull one loop past the other.Whenπ1(GSM) is Abelian the
tether carries no net topological charge; when it is non-Abelian the tether has a charge and can bemeasured via a
topologicalmeasurement around it. The defects define the singular set of loopsΣ that is removed from the
sampleM andwe only considermaps from S⧹M to theGSM. In both cases we do not change the topology of the
sample by crossing the singular sets of the defects and preserve the ambient volume around them3. So,
tautologically, the linking number is conservedwhenwemaintainΣ up to ambient isotopy [29]. In other words,
even if wewere to keep precisely the same geometry of the dislocation loops, therewould be a topological
difference between the defects in a superfluid and a smectic. The essential issue is that boundary conditions force
some defects to leave behind a tell-tale topological tether in the smectic.

We start by reminding the reader about the nature of a non-Abelianπ1(GSM)4 .We closely follow the logic in
Kléman’s early work [30]. Consider two dislocation loops in aHopf link, as shown infigure 1.We canmeasure
thewinding through theGSM for each loop bymaking a Burgers circuit around them. Thewinding is
characterized by an element of the equivalence class a pÎ ( )xGSM,1 0 of the fundamental group based at x0. (In
the Abelian case wemay employ unbased homotopy). However, because these loops are embedded and linked,

3
The study of smoothmaps between samples with different topology ismuchmore complex and should be the topic of an excellent review

article.
4
We thankGareth PAlexander for fruitful discussions on this point.
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we know that there is another winding, around the ‘equator’ of each loop as shown infigure 1. If a loop is
unlinked thenwe only get the trivial element around the equator.

Sowhat? Consider a torus that surrounds each dislocation loop.We use this for themeasuring of these
charges inπ1(GSM), just as we use a circle in two-dimensions or a sphere tomeasureπ2(GSM) in three-
dimensions [24]. Of course, we assume as usual that themap from the sample to theGSM is smooth on the torus,
which is away fromall defects. However, we can unwrap the surface of the torus in the usual waywherewe use a
rectangle with identified edges but now the edges carry the elements of the fundamental group. Calculating the
winding around the rectangle, as shown infigure 2, we see that if the two charges areα1 andα2, thefirst
homotopy class of the border, the yellow loop,must be a a a a- -

1 2 1
1

2
1, the commutator. If the elements do not

commute then there must be a defect somewhere on the surface—the tether is required by the topology and the
embedding of the dislocation loops.Werewe to take two unlinked loops and try to link themwewould not only
encounter an energetic barrier associatedwith the defect cores, wewould discover a topological obstruction as
well—the creation of a new topological defect, the tether.

In superfluids and superconductors, there is an energetic barrier to crossing but no topological barrier. In a
biaxial nematic, on the other hand, the crossing is topologically forbidden.

3. Smectics versus superfluids

The smectic is different because of its boundary conditions. The free energy for a smectic has the following
general form:

Figure 1.The red and green dislocation loops are linked and their equivalence classesα1 andα2 aremeasured by the orange and blue
Burgers’ circuits, respectively. Note that because the red and green loops are linked, the orange loop around the ‘equator’ of the red
loopmustmeasure the class from the green loop. Infigure 2we unwrap the red torus to demonstrate that themeasurement around
the black tether (by the yellow circuit) is in the class a a a a- -

1 2 1
1

2
1.

Figure 2.Wecanmap the surface of the torus to the rectangle shown above. If wemeasure the homotopy class of the boundary of the
rectangle we get the commutator ofα1 andα2. If the commutator a a a a ¹- - 11 2 1

1
2

1 then theremust be a defect somewhere on the
surface—the base of the black tether shown infigure 1.

3
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ò f f=  - + { (∣ ∣ ∣ ∣) ( ) } ( )F x B q K
1

2
d , 23 2 2 2

where 2π/q is the ground state spacing,B is the compressionmodulus, andK is the bendmodulus. Any number
of nonlinear embellishments [31] to (2) are allowed as long as they all prefer the same ground state at infinity:
equally spaced, flat layers. Note that this ground state implies that on the boundary f =∣ ∣ q andf is not
constant but is, rather, a linear function. In the followingwewill, without loss of generality, take f ∣∣ẑ as the
boundary condition. The level sets, f pÎ 2 , locate the smectic layers—it is equivalent and often useful to
instead define the layers through the density variation dr fµ ( )cos so that the ‘peaks’ are defined by

f =( )cos 1. Though thematerial density variation is single valued the phasefieldf need not be: dislocations are
characterized by their integer charge, Î n , defined by f p =

¶
∮ ℓ · nd 2

M
. Equivalently, the Burgers scalar

b=2π n/q is amultiple of the layer spacing andmeasures the net displacement around the Burgers circuit. Note
that our choice of boundary condition implies that there is no net dislocation charge in the sample. This should
be contrastedwith the superfluid or superconductor.When those systems have zero net defect charge,f goes to
a constant and the sample can be treated as S2 or S3 in two- or three-dimensions, respectively. The smectic
phase, on the other handmust have an accumulation of an infinite number of layers at infinity, leading to a
defect in S3 that only vanishes when q=0.

The general problem includes topological defects in the sample that require us to specify boundary
conditions on the defect setsΣ. It will best serve us to specify the following boundary conditions. Around each
defect we specify awinding and the layer normal, f f=   =∣ ∣ ẑN , at infinity. Note that (2) sets the layer
spacing through energetics, but not topology. For concreteness, we can begin by considering an edge dislocation
loop in the xy-plane of radius r0 (depicted infigure 3 as the black loop). A phasefieldwith the requisite topology
and boundary conditions is

f = +
-

- ( )
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟z

z

r r
tan . 3e

1

0

At infinity f = ẑe implying q=1. If wewant afieldwith a different value of q, wewritefe, q=fe+(q−1)z.
As long as q>0we have a continuous family of solutions depending on q that all satisfy the specified boundary
conditions.Wewill exploit this homotopy later, but at this point we return tofe. Note that this function is not
smooth along the ẑ-axis, but it contains the topologywe need (a smoothed out version of it can be readily
defined at the expense of functional simplicity and this has been done to obtain figure 3). Specifically, on the
dislocation the value offe is undefined and,moreover, f p = -

g
∮ ℓ ·d 2e for any contour γ that circles the

defect line once. It is worth pausing and investigating the detailed structure of this phase field. Recall that both
singularities and zeroes of∇f correspond to disclinations in the smectic where the layer normal f fº  ∣ ∣N
is undefined [22]; in cylindrical coördinates q(ˆ ˆ ˆ)r z, , ,

f =
+ -

-
-

+ -( ) ( )
( )

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

z

z r r

r r

z r r
, 0, 1 . 4e 2

0
2

0
2

0
2

Near the singularity at z=0 and r=r0, we expand in δ=r− r0 tofind d d~ - +[ ]z zN , 0, 2 2 , a+1
disclination; near the zero at z=0 and r=r0+1we expand in δ=r− r0−1 andfind

d d~ +[ ]z zN , 0, 2 2 , a−1 disclination! Together these create the standard dislocation as shown infigure 4.
Werewe to embellish (3) tomake a dislocation of strength 2πm (chargemwith q= 1), wewould find that the
two disclinationswere preciselym apart, in concordancewith the standard discussions of disclination dipoles
[32]. Similarly, were we to change the value of q from1, the second disclinationwouldmove to r=r0+1/q. It
follows that deformations through the smooth family can bring the−1 disclination arbitrarily close to the+1
disclination.

Figure 3.The geometry of a pure edge dislocation loop (on the left) and a pure screw dislocation line (on the right). The dislocation
lines are shown in black alongwith the smectic layers defined by f =cos 1.

4
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The−1 disclination, whichwewill refer to as the hyperbolic or saddle point, is special to smectics. It occurs
because f  ˆqz at infinity: just as our special choicefe broke into a disclination dipole so toowill any edge
dislocation phase field. Consider figure 4; in the neighbourhood of D, the singularity, we have the topology of a
+1 disclination. Does∇f have a zero? Yes! To see this, note that∇fmust point along ẑ on two lines that
emanate from D and go off to left and right infinity. Since it diverges at D, at a point close enough to the left of a
positive dislocation f is arbitarily large and negative while at left infinity f = ẑ . It follows that somewhere
along the line going to left infinity∇fmust vanish—the−1 disclination. The saddle point is at the intersection
of two asymptotic lines that all have the same value off or, equivalently, four rays emanating from it. The long
distance structure of the dislocation has three rays going off to infinity, one of them arising from the extra (or
missing, depending onwhether you are an optimistic or a pessimist) layer. The fourth raymust terminate on D
creating a disclination dipole ‘pitchfork’ as infigure 4.

4.Distinguishing screw from edge dislocations

Toput the previous discussion into perspective, consider the canonical example of a screw dislocation (depicted
by the helicoid infigure 3):

f = - - ( )⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠z

y

x
tan . 5s

1

We immediately see that it does not have any component that cancels off the background f = ẑ and therefore
it does not decompose into two disclinations.What about dislocationswith amixed edge/screw character? Let
the tangent vector of the dislocation line at some point be t . If we take a plane perpendicular to t then, as long
as t is not parallel to ẑ the intersection of the smectic fieldwith the plane shares the same topology as depicted in
figure 4. The hyperbolic point is no longer a locationwhere∇f=0 since∇fwill have components out of the
plane.However it is still a feature of the two-dimensional slice: define f̃ to be the restriction off to the transverse
plane and let ̂ be the gradient operator in that plane. Then f̂ ˜ vanishes somewhere by the same argument as
before. Note from simple geometry that themagnitude of f̂ ˜ at infinity gets smaller as the angle of t with the ẑ
axis decreases and the saddlemoves farther and farther away from the dislocation: this is why t cannot be
parallel to ẑ - the saddlemoves off to infinity as in the case of the pure screw dislocation line of equation (5).
Depending on the limit, however, it can escape out to infinity in any direction. If we put the smectic in, for
instance, a cylinder ´ D2 thenwe have an ambiguity arising from the changing boundary condition on the
cylinder at infinity. Finally, note that in the presence of other dislocations it is possible for the argument
predicting hyperbolic points to fail; zeroes of∇f are not conserved, only singularities are. The hyperbolic point
associatedwith any particular dislocationmay disappear into the other dislocation.However, by increasing q
through our smooth set of smectics we can, as we argued, isolate the zero arbitrarily close to the dislocation.We
will return to this point later.

Sowe see that a screw dislocation is different from an edge—it has no hyperbolic point. Canwemake this
more precise? Note that we are required to specify afixed sample topologywith boundary conditions in order to
solve the Euler–Lagrange equations, for instance. If we take afinite sample withfixed boundary conditions
f = ˆqz thenwe can add the point at infinity and consider the problemon S3. However, even this is

Figure 4.Weconsider the layer structure of a two-dimensional edge dislocation. The layers corresponding to f =cos 1 are depicted
in red. The inset shows the detailed structure of level sets offnear the singularity at D. Different level sets are depicted in successive
colours,    red yellow green indigo red.The dislocation adds an extra complete set of level sets indexed from0 to 2π
(mod 2π). Because the layer normals eventually point along the ẑ axis, a hyperbolic point (H) arises, connecting to the dislocation D.
Four rays, in pale blue, emanate from the hyperbolic point H, while three of these rays escape out to infinity. One of the rays just
connects H and D. Note that since the hyperbolic point is not in the singular set of the sample, there is an unambiguous value off at
that point, the value that we assign to ϒ. This picture does not change qualitatively for amixed dislocationwith some screw
component. As long as it is not pure screw, the layers go off to left and right infinity to their periodic ground state.

5
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problematic from the point of view off—there is a defect at infinity, with the topology of an ‘electric dipole’ in
∇f. Onemight recall thatMorse theory forbids such structures [25] in a smectic. It is instructive (and easier to
visualize) to consider the situation for a two-dimensional smectic. Supposewewant to have a defect free smectic
on  ;2 there are an infinite number of layers and there is some equally spaced ground state at infinity, a simple
periodic structure. If wewant to compactify this to S2 thenwemust squeeze all the layers together at infinity or,
in otherwords, on the sphere wewant to have a set of non-crossing layers except, perhaps at infinity, theNorth
pole. The Euler character of the sphere being two implies that theremust be a+2winding defect at infinity. In
one dimension up the Euler character of the sphere is zero and this implies that∇fmust bewrapped up at the
North pole in a defect with index zero. A direct calculation shows that this is what happens with the
aforementioned ‘electric dipole’ texture.

Because of this complicationwewill restrict ourselves tofinite regions Ì M 3 with the rigid boundary
condition f = ˆqz . Note that the Euler–Lagrange equations that follow fromminimizing the free energy are
fourth-order requiring three boundary conditions. This boundary condition supplies three as do thewindings
around each defect—the phase change and the planes inwhich the phase changes. As a consequence of the rigid
boundary conditions on∂M it is impossible for a hyperbolic point in a plane not perpendicular to ẑ to pass
through the boundary: if the plane is normal to t ẑ then at the hyperbolic point, tf  . If, on the other hand,
t ẑ then the argument above shows that the hyperbolic point is not required and there is no obstruction at∂M.
This implies that a piece of edge dislocation cannot be twisted into a screw dislocationwhilemaintaining the
boundary conditions. The boundary conditions distinguish screw from edge dislocations through the topology of the
in-plane phase field f̃. In afinite sample this is a difference between a edge-like and screw-like dislocation. The
former have their hyperbolic points inside the sample, the latter outside. If we think of the divergence-
hyperbolic point pair as the generalization of the core of the pure edge defect, then screw-like dislocations have
cores that are larger than the sample! This is the physical difference between the two types of defect—localized
versus delocalized cores. For an edge defect to become a screw defect (or vice versa), wemust relax the boundary
conditions to let the hyperbolic point through.Wewill call a dislocationwith no pure (100%) screw component
a ‘some-edge’ defect since all parts of it have some edge component. Sincewe are considering only ambient
isotopy of the dislocations, wemay keep them all at aminimumdistance from each other and thuswe conjecture
(in lieu of a proof) that the hyperbolic points cannot swap among dislocations.

5. Tethering of dislocation loops

5.1. Example: an edge loop around a screwdislocation
A consequence of this is a topological conservation law; a defect loopwith no screw component is topologically
tethered to the other defects that it links. Because every point on the dislocation has a unique partner hyperbolic
point, we can assign a value off to each point on the singularity. This is not possible in a superfluid since there is
no general way to assign a value of the phase on a vortex—all values of the phase exist on the singularity. It is only
the natural framing of a some-edge dislocation by its hyperbolic point that allows this. The vortex in a superfluid
is akin to a section of pure screw defect: f  0 in a superfluid becausef goes to a constant on the boundary
while f ^ 0 for a screw dislocation by the geometry of the smectic layers.

Expanding on this, consider a defect in a superfluid.Onemight think that a closed vortex linewould
accumulate thewinding imposed by the vortices it surrounds. However, if we try tomeasure thewinding on the
vortexwe run into a problem—the value of the phase is, by definition, undefined on the defect.We could frame
the vortex loop, but there is nowell-definedway to do this.We could, for instance, push off the vortex line along
a direction of somefixed value off. But how far? Two different experiments could get two different answers by
pushing off different distances. An unambiguous approach that preserves the helicity is described byMoffat and
Ricca [28]. There they replace each vortex linewith a vortex ribbon offixedwidth, introducing at the outset a
preferred framing. This geometric replacement of the lines leads to a truly conserved helicity (in ambient isotopy
of the ribbons)whenCǎlugǎreanu’s theorem relating twist, writhe, and link [33–35] is included in the analysis.
This is the essential difference—some-edge dislocations have a different framing allowing us to define a different
invariant that comes from the phase field itself.

We defineϒ on the dislocation line γ as the value off on the corresponding hyperbolic point. The change in
phase integrated around γmust be amultiple of 2π:

pD¡ = ¡ Î
g

∮ ( )d 2 . 6

An interpretation ofϒ is possible in the smectic case that fails in the superfluid situation:ϒ is the value of the
level set at the boundary that comes into the sample and joins the edge dislocation at that point. It is only because
the value off grows linearly (in the ẑ direction) on the boundary that we canmake this identification. Thus,
despite the fact thatf is not defined on the dislocation there is still a special value off associatedwith a boundary
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condition. For each value ofϒ mod 2πwe have a different, but equivalent, set of level sets f p- ¡ Î 2 . On an
edge dislocation there is precisely one value ofϒ that attaches to it.

In order tomake these ideas concrete we consider the example of an edge dislocation loop pierced by a screw
dislocation line:

f = - +
-

- - ( )⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟z

y

x

z

r r
tan tan . 71 1

0

The geometry of this configuration is depicted in figure 5. Figure 6 shows oneway to understand how it comes
about.We can also unwrap this three-dimensional geometry to create figure 7wherewe show a cross section of
an edge loop threaded by a single screw dislocation for various values of the cylindrical angle θ. In the leftmost
framewhere θ=0we see that the red phase value comes in from the left boundary while cyan comes in from the
right. The two colours are apparentlyπ apart in hue.However, whenwe rotate to θ=3π/5 the left and right
colours change—these are coming fromdifferent values ofϒ on the boundary. Similarly in the rightmost frame
wherewe rotate by 8π/5. Each point on the edge loop has a different value off and, aswe go around the screw
defect the value ofϒwinds by 2π. This geometric identificationwith the boundary condition is impossible for
vortices in the superfluid sincef becomes constant on the boundary and, for the same reason, fails for a pure
screw dislocation. If an edge dislocation in the smectic were allowed to distort into a pure screw then the phase
accumulated on the edge could slip out becauseϒ can not be defined there. Fortunately, this cannot happen in
ourfinite sample, as we noted.Werewe to try to take the no boundary limit by using S3, then the phase slips as
the hyperbolic pointmoves out to infinity andwinds around the ‘electric dipole’ defect at infinity. Thus the
separation of pure screw components fromdefect segments with some edge component is not only necessary
from the point of view of the boundary conditions but it is essential for the conservation of this new linking
invariant.

Figure 5.Apure edge dislocation loop pierced by a pure screw dislocation line. The figure shows, from two different points of view, the
dislocation lines (in black) alongwith the smectic layer defined by f =cos 1. See SI for amovie of the full 2π rotation around the
screw dislocation. Seemovie 1 in the SI formore points of view of this geometry.

Figure 6.The geometry of an edge loop threaded by a screw dislocation. Inside the loopwe have a standard screw dislocation. At the
edge loopwe pinch together two consecutive layers of the same colour on to the loop. Aswe go around the edge loop, the local colour
changes and goes through all 2π of the phase. Outside the edge dislocation loopwe have another helicoidal structurewith one less
layer.
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Wecould extend all this to arbitrary dislocation loops so long as we regulate the portions of the dislocation
line that are purely screw. In order to do so, we pick amaximum slopem and, whenever the curve exceeds that,
we replace it with another curvewith slope not exceedingm. This can be realized, for instance, with a helix or
with the twisted curve offigure 8. To remove self-windingwe insist that the approximation to a vertical section
notwind around the actual dislocation. This is just choosing themeasuring loop to not linkwith the actual
dislocation and can be corrected, if wewanted to, by subtracting off the linking of the two loops.We can then
find all the hyperbolic points by choosing large enough q and calculate ϒ. Since this prescribes a value ofϒ for
the original dislocation, we can calculate thewinding number.Moreover, since the value ofϒ arises from
measuringf in S⧹M , thewinding ofϒ is precisely thewinding imposed by any defect that links the loop of

interest. Thus a dislocation loop g that is unlinked and unknotted, the ‘unlink’, has fD¡ =  =
g

∮ ℓ ·d 0

while a loop linked by loopswith charges niwill carry a charge of på n2 i i. In fact, unlike the original helicity
invariant which has trouble because of the diagonal self-linking terms [28], this invariant is precisely the sumof
the linking numbers—there is no self-interaction term sinceϒ cannot pick up awinding from its own defect
(which is whywe approximate screw sections by curved segments that do notwind around the actual defect!).
Note that here the framing is provided automatically by the hyperbolic points and thus differs from the helicity.
It also differs fromhelicity in that themutual linking among the links that pierce themeasuring loop do not
contribute to the invariant. Each loop independently has its ownwell-defined topological linkingwith the other
loops.

In closing this section, it is amusing to study an edge dislocation loop pierced by a screw dislocation from the
perspective of theVolterra theory of defects. Consider an isolated screw dislocation at the origin and a
dislocation loop that adds an extra disc of smectic away from the origin.We can slide this extra disc around
keeping it between the two layers that bind it. Though technically thismotion is a dislocation climb since the
Burgers’s vector is perpendicular to themotion, it is especially low energy in the smectic because themotion is
perpendicular to any periodicity. As the dislocation loop slides up to the screw dislocation, half of itmust go ‘up
the spiral staircase’ and the other halfmust go down the staircase. If we insist that the layers do not cross there is
some sort of tear in the original extra disc. This introduces an extra structure in the smectic texture. Note thatwe
must compare bananas to bananas: we do not consider an edge dislocation spiralling up and around a screw

Figure 7.Edge dislocation loop pierced by a screw dislocation line (as infigure 5). Thefigures show the smectic layers on vertical
planes containing the screw for different values of the cylindrical angle θ. Different level sets off (mod 2π) are depicted in successive
colours, as infigure 4 .Notice that, as θ increases, the hue of the layer connecting the edge to infinity also increases. As a result,ϒ
changes by 2π after a complete turn around the screw. See SI for amovie depicting views of this structure fromvarying viewpoints. See
movie 2 in the SI for a complete tour through all the angles.

Figure 8.A regularization of a point wherein the dislocation line is vertical. The original line (left panel) is pinched near that point
(central panel) and then twisted so that no portion of it points along the z-direction (right panel).
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defect ‘linked’with the screw. The edge dislocationmust close back on itself. It is through our phasefield
approach that we canmake this construction precise to show that there is, in fact, a topologically stable
difference between the link and unlink. Note that in all our phasefields and infigures 5–7 the singularity of the
edge dislocation remains on a closed loop confined to the plane z=0. Though there is a complex, helicoidal-like
structure shown infigure 5, the edge dislocation, in black, is a closed circle. Beware the Volterra construction!

5.2. General loops and q-homotopy
When there aremultiple defects the unique pairingwith hyperbolic points can disappear—though the
singularities in∇f cannot disappear, zeroes in∇fmay not behavewell when two dislocations get close. It is
only the condition on the boundary f ¹^ 0 that guarantees the hyperbolic point and another defect can spoil
this. For instance, consider a parallel pair of edge dislocations at the same z height arrangedwith their hyperbolic
points pointing towards each other, a dislocation/anti-dislocation pair with the extra layers on the ‘outside’.
There is no argument that ensures that there are zeroes in∇f and that thosewould remain close to each
singularity. Indeed, as they get closer the hyperbolic points will first coalesce and then become delocalized.
Letting the distance between thembe d, the phasefieldwould be

f = - +
+- - ( )⎜ ⎟⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟z

y

z

y d

z
tan tan 8d

1 1

and the zeroes of∇⊥f are located at = -  - =( )y d d z4 , 0d

2

1

2
for d 4 and

= - =  -( )y z d d, 4d

2

1

2
for < d0 4. It follows that when Î ( ]d 0, 4 the hyperbolic points are

equidistant from the singularities and cannot be attributed to a unique dislocation—they really belong to the
dislocation pair. (Note that when d<0 the defect pair is in the opposite orientationwith the hyperbolic points
on the outside.)Without a unique prescription of a hyperbolic point we are at a loss to defineϒ. This is where the
equivalence between states with different values of q comes in.

If we knowϒq for some choice of q thenϒq=(q−1)z+f=(q−1)z+ϒ. This allows us to defineϒ
evenwhen dislocations interfere, allowing us to assign a phase to the dislocation. For instance, we see thatfd, q

gives us zeroes at z=0 and = -  -( ( ) )y qd1 1 4d

2
. Thus for any fixed dwe can alwaysmake q large

enough to resolve the zeroes. Finally, for anyfq the boundary conditions are unchanged—thewinding is
specified around the defects and f  constant on the boundary. So, if we start with an initial configuration of
isolated defects then there is aminimumdistance between them. By choosing large enough qwe can resolve all
their hyperbolic points and assign the value ofϒ to the some-edge portions of a dislocation.

Wefinally return to the original question, ‘do dislocation loops topologically link?’More precisely, ‘under
ambient isotopy does the tether between two crossing defects carry non-trivial topology?’Yes! As shown in
figure 9 the topology of the phasefield is twisted between two parts of a dislocation line that has encircled a screw
defect (sitting vertically above the plane of the page). Because the coloured lines all go off to the boundary on the
right and left, the kink cannot be undonewithout connecting and disconnecting some of the lines or, in other
words, introducingmore topological defects. But this could locally be the phase field of a superfluid, so is not the
superfluid tethered?No! Since the superfluid phase goes to a constant on the boundary, all of the constant-f
linesmust loop around and end on themselves: this follows from the construction of the level sets.Without any
loss of generality, we can take the value off to be 0 on the boundary. No other level set can cross thef=0 set
and it follows that any level set inside the sample stays in the sample and the only possible boundary of a level set
is a dislocation.Now consider, for instance, the violet line infigure 9 that starts below the two dislocations on the
left and ends above the two dislocations on the right. In the superfluidwe can bring the violet end on the left into
contact with the violet end on the right becausewe can always homotope the actual boundary condition into a
violet loop going around thewhole sample, that is, either the violet linemust reconnect with itself or end on the
boundarywhich, itself, is a closed loop. This closed loop can then be shrunk to surround only one of the defect
lines—a superfluid vortex.We can use this to unwind the violet phase line from the two dislocations. The
smectic, with itsfixedwinding on the boundary, cannot participate in this homotopywithoutmakingf constant
somewhere on the boundary—newdefects that we did not ‘order.’Equivalently, we note that a locationwhere
∇f=0 is not a defect in a superfluid, but is a disclination in the smectic. The standard arguments show that the
disclination loop of negative charge associatedwith the dislocation can not end. Because the phase is well defined
on that disclination, it is impossible to remove thewinding in ϒ. The ‘negative disclination’ can disappear in the
superfluid—it was not there at the outset.

5.3. Knots: another interpretation ofΔϒ

Part of the restrictions of the previous sections can be removed just by introducing a littlemoremachinery along
the lines of the elegantwork ofDennis andHannay [34]. The smectic offers us two different ways of framing a
dislocation loopwith everywhere non-vanishing edge component. Consider a dislocation lineC and define the
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curveC0 as the push off ofC along the layerf=0 (we can, of course,makeC0 arbitrarily close toC). LetCh be
the hyperbolic line associatedwithC (we can alsomake it arbitrarily close toC0 bymaking  ¥)q . Now, by
Cǎlugǎreanu’s formula [33, 35], we have = +( ) ( ) ( )Lk C C Tw C C Wr C, ,0 0 and

= +( ) ( ) ( )Lk C C Tw C C Wr C, ,h h where ( )Lk C C,1 2 is theGauss linking number of the two curvesC1 and
( )C Tw C C, ,2 1 2 is the twist of the vector pointing fromC1 toC2 aroundC1, and ( )Wr C is thewrithe of the curve

C, a geometric quantity.We can eliminate writhe tofind - = -( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Lk C C Lk C C Tw C C Tw C C, , , ,h h0 0 .
But consider the value off on the hyperbolic point. It winds precisely because the zero of the phase field twists
aboutC in response to the other dislocations it corrals. In the geometry we have so far considered, the hyperbolic
line does not twist aroundC. Thus p- = D¡( ) ( )Tw C C Tw C C, , 2h0 (recall that twist has a denominator of
2π by convention). Therefore

p= D¡ +( ) ( ) ( )Lk C C Lk C C, 2 , . 9h0

But nowwe see the problem: ( )Lk C C,0 is robust while the two terms on the right-hand side of (9) are not. In
particular, the linking ofCwithCh requiresCh to stay in afinite region. Aswe have argued, when a dislocation
becomes too vertical,Ch leaves the sample.When it comes back inside it can come back on the other ‘side’ ofC
and change ( )Lk C C, h . This will then require thatΔϒcompensate to keep the linking ofCwithC0 constant!
Here again, we see the difficultywith pure screw components in the dislocation—it spoils the invariant along
with the boundary conditions5.

This connection between the linking andΔϒgives us, however, another interpretation: consider afibred
knotK, a knot that is the boundary of a continuumof non-intersecting, space-filling surfaces each labelled by an
angle on [0, 2π). This implies an angle field a ( )x defined everywhere but onK. The smectic phase field
f a= -( ) ( )zx x can be constructed and can befit to the required boundary conditions whenK is inside the
sample. In the absence of any other defects we can choose, for instance, the Seifert surface corresponding to the
angleα=0,M0. If we intersect this surface with an ò-tube aroundK thenwe get the curveK0. SinceM0 is
orientedwe can pushK0 off ofM0 along its normal vector and soK0 does not intersectM0. It follows that

=( )Lk K K, 00 . Thus if we have a knotted dislocationwith no other defects present that also has a hyperbolic
line everywhere (i.e. it always has enough edge component),Kh, then

pD¡ = - ( ) ( )Lk K K2 , . 10h

Figure 9.The black line represents the core of a single line defect that haswrapped around a pure screw dislocation that sits vertically
in the plane of the page along the ẑ -axis, in grey.We show the level sets of constant phase in an xz-plane behind the plane of the page.
The black edge dislocation begins and ends even further behind the plane of the page and comes out and loops around the screw
dislocation in front of the page.Wenow see that the lines of constant phase have an unremovable jog in them that cannot be eliminated
without introducingmore defects that collapse the lines together. This is the tell-tale topological tether that cannot be removed in the
smectic. In a superfluid the different coloured lineswouldwrap around and find each other sincef goes to a constant at the
boundaries. If the edge dislocation did not wrap the screw defect, the black linewould come straight out of the page. There would be,
in that case, no phase difference tomeasure since therewould be no corresponding singularity on the opposing side of the screw.We
can onlymeasure phase differences and, to do so, we need a singularity on either side of the screw dislocation.

5
For loops that are never vertical, that is, with some edge component, we can project everything onto the xy planewith the projection ofCh

being always at the same side of the projection ofC. Thus, in the terminology of Dennis andHannay [34], ( )Lk C C, h has no contribution
coming from local crossings—it ismainly writhe.
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Note that although it is only necessary to have a Seifert surface to generateK0, the requirement of no other
defects can only be satisfied by afibred knot6—weneed a phasefieldα everywhere in space with non-
vanishing∇α.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that, once again [19, 22, 25], the standard homotopy theory treatment of
topological defects fails for the smectic even in the case of pure dislocations. In addition, we have demonstrated a
topological difference between the screw and edge dislocations thatmanifests itself geometrically—a pure edge
always splits into a disclination dipole, while a defect with pure screw character does not. Amixed dislocation
still has a hyperbolic point in the transverse plane and so ismore like an edge than a screw. It is worth observing
that the geometry around a dislocationwith a hyperbolic point cannot be a free disclination as it will notfit into
Poénaru’s classification of two-dimensional critical points [25]—werewe to isolate the dislocationwewould
have a locationwhere an infinite number of layers come together, a situation that is incompatible with smectic
order as it requires infinite compression, i.e. it is not ameasured foliation. In the case of a pure screw, however,
those arguments do not apply and the dislocation can stand by itself, forcing the hyperbolic point off to infinity.
All of these observations arise from the boundary condition that the layer normal points along a constant
direction and the layers have equal spacing. This difference is what distinguishes the smectic from the superfluid
where the phase field f  constant on the boundary.Whether any progress can bemade by studying the
fundamental group of the jet bundle that ties togetherf and∇f [36] is a question for further research.We also
note that the description of crossed defects in crystals in terms of jogs and kinks [37]might be described in a
similar fashion, taking on a topological character.
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